fit4thefight

Case Study: Active Jersey

Active Jersey deliver
online fitness classes
in lockdown
Results from April 2020:
Total number of bookings 245
Average bookings per trainer 61
Audience reached over 1,000

Gyms and fitness centres across the UK closed in
late March 2020, this led to the decision to close
the Jersey Active centres.
During the time the Active Centres were closed,
memberships were automatically frozen, with no
fee to pay until these facilities re-open.
Although all of their facilities would be closed, the
Active App and social media channels remained full
of health advice and workouts that members could
do at home.
After FitPro introduced Active Jersey to the cross industry initiative fit4thefight, Active then engaged
its PT workforce and promoted the platform and
app to their members through their website, social
media channels, email and push notifications.
The residents of Jersey have been able to book
and pay for the classes they love, participating via
screen sharing services, and engaging with the
trainers they know and trust:

Requirements
• Online real-time booking solution - Members see
availability and book instantly, reducing drop off.
• Robust Payment platform - scalable, secure
accepting all major payment cards.
• Active Jersey Brand Consistency – PTs
represented consistently.
• 24-7 accessibility – Members book and pay from
home, automated.
• Automated reconciliation session payments, with
PTs paid direct to their bank accounts.
• Social media integrations enabling easy
communication with members.
• Automated App and email notifications to
participants.
• Reports – To provide detailed reports on session
delivery and revenue.
• Member engagement – Ability to reach out to
member database to increase engagement during
lockdown.
• Multi-level logins – For financial reporting,
analytics, brand consistency.

Case Study: Active Jersey

The fit4thefight platform

Fitness Professionals empowered

Active Jersey has a flexible booking platform that
meets the needs of its members.

• The Active Jersey PTs set their schedules and
are responsible for their day-to-day delivery
performance.
• Members use the app and web pages to go to
the PTs profile and book in 3 clicks.

Classes delivered
•
•
•
•
•

Les Mills programs
Dynamic Yoga
Fitness Pilates
Ambient Stretch
Total Tone

Cash-free transactions
Full financial transparency of block and individual
session delivery.

Key Features
• fit4thefight provided free accounts for the Active
Jersey fitness professional.
• All booking confirmation, reminder and follow-up
email receipts include the relevant gym branding.
• Booked through fit4thefight, with all payments
automated.
• Delivered via Zoom.

“At Active, we pride ourselves on being approachable and welcoming, and our instructors play a big part in that.
There are quite a few instructor-to-viewer streamed classes out there at the moment, but it doesn’t compare with
the personalised instruction given by a professional instructor.
The team at fibodo couldn’t have been more helpful, they made the process so simple and took our instructors
through it step by step. The feedback from my instructors, some of which were a little unsure of the tech at first,
was great and now it’s pretty much running itself!”
Jo Mousdale, Active Jersey
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